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                            Ab"stract

   Photo-rnagnetie<PM) effect is a change in Ty}agnetization which

arises from spin reversal and change in the orbital diamagnetism

associated with optical excitation and subsequent relaxation.

The PM effect is one of optical processes which generally occurs

in solid, however has little been repcr'ied so far. A SQUID- mag-

netometer responds sensitively to 2" s;.al:/ and• rapid chana-e in

magnetization. The ai.m oi this paper is te s'i udy the PM- eiiec'L

cbserved in silicon using the SQU!D !na.s-=•;•etvometer• aBd to eluci•date

its orig. in.

   Instruments have been constructed fcr cbserving the PM effec'L.

Besides, the S9UID de'Lection of the ESR. has been developed for

comparison with the PM effect. The PM effect in ruby has been

demonstrated, and has been compared with the S9UID-ESR. !t has

bee.n shown for ruby that photoirradiation preduces a population

change between Zeeman ievels ore the ground sta'Le and the PM ef-

fect gives information on spin-lattice and spin-cross relaxation

processes similar to the ESR.

   On slallow donors in silicon, it has been iound for the first

time that uncompensated n-type samples show the diaraagnetic

change in magnetization induced by extrinsic infrared(!R) !ight

at liquid He ternperatures. The samples used are in the low con-
centration region from 2•2 x lo16 to 3.2 x lo17 plcrn3 where the

donor states are isolated from each other. The rR light excites

electrons of neutral donors DO to the conduction band.

Subsequent!y, the conduction electrons recornbine with ionized

donors ' D+ and are captured by the neutrai donors to form nega-

tively charged donors D'. Two possibilities are assumed for the

origin of the PM effect observed: the depolarization of the donor



spins arsd the orbital dia!nagnetism of the D' states. The ob-

served quantÅ}ties are the steady state amTti'litude and the half

decay time of the magnetizatien change. These quantitles depend

on the temperature, the donor concentrations and the IR

background(BG) intensity. Furthermore it has been found that a

partial compensation prevents from occurrence of the PM effect.

   !n order to determine either of the two possibiiities oi the

PM ei:Fect, th•se S9U!D-:,SR and the F!R. photeconducU'vity have been

ebserved. The iormer gÅ}ves Å}nformatÅ}on on the spÅ}n depolariza-

tior- otr donors, and• the !atri er- gives thaG cp. t.he li,i• e.1• i•m• e o:F 'i/ !tre

D- st• a•te. T.hese resuYLs have beeR comDared 'nttth t• hat- itom z' he P].

mea$uremeR'L, and it i's concluded that the depe!ariza'gton oi the

donor spins is responsible for the PM eflect, and the diamag-

netism of the D- states is excluded. The PM effect observed in-
                               'gdi•cates that photocarriers yield two remarkable events in 'Lhe

doner spins: depolarization of the donor spins aRd decrease in
the spin--iat'i ice relaxation times. !n a sampie with g x lc16

plcm3 it has been observed that the spin poiarization is

decreased by 23 X and the spin-latttce relaxatioR time of 1 sec

is shortened to e.24 sec depending on the IR light intensity.

These resuits observed are discussed on the basis of the rate

equation proposed and the reasonable explanation is given.

   Though the mechanisrn for the above two events has not been

satisfactorily understoed, it may be due to the spin exchange

scattering of carriers by donors, otherwise may be due to the su-

perexchange interaction between the donors through the D- states.
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                     Chapterl .Introduction

1.Shallovg Donor state and D' state in Si

   Substitutional impurities such as phosphorus in silicon intro-

duce hydrogen like states, i.e., shallow donor states, in the

forbidden energy gap. These states are described by the e:"iec-
tive mass theory (EMT•)1 where 'ihe anisotroptc efiective mas:-es

(ml=O•98 rno. mt=O.19 mo) and the die!ect.rtc constant o:e  si (E
=1, 2•.7) ar-e `Laken in•io account. The EMEV is in geod ag.reement witv• n

t;:•e experiment for tb.e ep.ergy levels oi exci,'Led donor s'La'ies,

wnile the centtra:, ceU correction is necessar•y for the ground

state which has noR-vanishing amplitude oi the wa-ve function in

the vicinity of the donor ion. At a small distance frem the
donor ion the ceRtral-ceii potentiai is introduced to correct the

EMT fer the greund $tate. SUicon has six equivalent conduction

band minima in the direction on the <100> axis in the Briliouin

zone. and the donor states are expressed by the superposition oi

the Bloch states areund the band minima. The central ceil poten-

tial with a Td symmetry liits the six-fo!d degeneracy oi the ls-

Zike state into the lowest singiet, the upper doublet and
triplet. The ionization energy of the ground state is 45 meV

which is obtained by the optical absorption spectra.

    The electron spin resonance (E.SR) experirnent on the ground

state of the shallow donor in Si has been studied extensiveiy by
several workers.2'5 In the low concentration limit the donor
                                                   r
electron is compieteiy isoiated from each other, and the ESR

spectrum consists of a doublet (line width•s- 3 G, separation N
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42 G> for phosphorus doped safisple. The doublet eccurs by a hy-
perfine interaction between donor electron axd p31 nucieus ws`th

spin 112.

   The spin-iatttce reiaxation was studied by Feher et.al..2,3

The reiaxation time Tl depends on donor concentration N(DO), tem-

perature T, magnetic field H. Below 1 x 1016plcm3, Tl is inde-

pendent of the concentration and is of the order of 103 sec. The
  l,//'.relaxation rate 11Tl varies approxirr!ately as T and H4 above 8eo6

G, which indtcates the direct phonen process. OR the other hand,
above 1 x !o16 p/cm3 up to 3 x !e17 p/c;ri3, t'ne reiaxation ti.me

varies in•. th.e wide r- s-p.ge fr•om lc3 sec t"v lg'4 sec depe=.di,tt`g cit

the concent'i'a'i ton. The relaxati•cn r-at'e 1/Tl var• ies as T, bu`L- in-"-

dependent of• t]e mag.nettc fieid.

   Feher et.al. 'iound ancther interesting phenomena2: reduciion
 'in the spÅ}n-lattice relaxation time induced by ligh'L
iilumination. The measurernent was made on the sample with 7 x
lo15 p!cm3 whtch has the zong relaxation time ei 2 x le3 sec a"g

1.25 k and at 3200 G without the inirared background(IRBG> light.

!n the presence of the IRBG light (O.5 eV < hy< O.66 eV), the

reXaxation t:'Lme is reduced to 25 sec. Though it was expiained

that the reduction in the reZaxation time may be due to the spin-

exchange scattering of the conduction electrons with the denor

electrons, further study has not been attempted. This phenomenon

is intimately related to the present work as mentioned later.

   With increasing the donor concentration, it is known that the
donor cluster is formed4. Below a concentration oi 1 x lo18

P/cm3, however, the clusters are isolated from each other, i.e.,

the impurity band conducti'on does net ocdur yet. This region is

                              2



called a low concentration region.

   When the extrinsic IR light(hv <Eg) is iUuminated on the

sample at low temp,erature, some of photoexcYLed electrons in the

conduction band is captured by neutral donors, which results in

the generation of the D- state. The D- state is described by
chandrasekhar type wave function6 analogous to the H- state7.

The binding energy of the D- state E(D-) is given theoretically

as O.0555 RyX where RyÅ} i$ the eiFective Rydberg energy• The

exi,:ten- ce oi the D' s`L'a'ies in Si was expestmeR•L'aily conii'rrin,ed by

th•.e :,:•R- phcto-conduc•i i,vi't78-9, andi `Lhe expe.r-imerital va!ue oi E(D

') =1.7 rneV was determined for phosphorus deped silicon, which is

in good agreernent with the theory. The concentration
dependencelO of the absorption spectrum of the D- state indicates

that the D- state is isolated from neighboring donors below 5 x
lo14 p/crn3, aRd Dn' cornpleces are forrned abeve 1 x lo15 p/cm3.

The Dn- compieces mean that an excess eZectron is trapped by n
               'donors jointly. The isolated D- state has a large electron orbit

of 85 A due to the smal! binding eRergy, where the orbitai radius

R<D-) is caiculated from the relation R(D-)= hl(2 mÅ} E(D'))1!2.

For the Dn'  complex the orbital radius cannot be estimated by

this simple reiation. The ground state of the D- state is con-

sidered to be spin singlet, and the D- state with spin triplet

has not been found experimentaUy.

   The Dd states are generated by the IR iight, and accordingly

after the light is turned off the D- states are annihilated by

various relaxation processes: thermal excitation and F!R photoex-

citation to the conduction band followed by the electron capture
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of the icnized donors D+, and the hopping of the excess eiectxon

oi the D- state to the neighboring DO state followed by the

recombination with D+. At a lcw temperature the thermal excita-

tion to the conductien band can be neglected, and the most

dominant process is considered to be the hopping. The decay time
of the D- state due to the hopping was measured by Nortonll using

a transient photeconductive rneasurement. The experimental detail

wili be presented in ChapterV . The obtained decay time is about
150 # sec at 1.5 K on the sample with s.s x !o15 p!c;,R3.

4



2. Photo-Magnetic(PM) Eiiect ip. Si

   A photo-magnetic (PM) effec'L z's a change in magnetization
which is induced by photo-irradiation12'14. As mentioned above

the light illuminati'on of the sample produces the reduction in

the spin-iattice relaxation time of the neutrai donors as well as

the formation of the D' s'i ates. Then we had folÅ}owing questions.

Does not the poiarizatien oi donor spins deviate from its thermal

eguUibrium va!ue ini the presence oi- the IR. Iignt' ? In addition.

can we measure the orbital diamagnetisrn oi z' he D- states ? Beth

are expected "Lo rroduce the PM eii-ect. We have attemptved to ob-

serve these phemomena using a S9UID magnetorneter- wntch responds

seRsitively for a srnall and rapid change in magnettzation . zn
our pre!iminary observation,38 it was found that the extrinsic m

iilumination induces a diarnagnetic change in magnetization on the

sample with 9x 10!6 plcm3 at 1.7 K and a'L 750 G. Aiter the il-

1umination is turned oif the magnetization returns to the ther!nai

equilibrium value with a haif-decay time of a few second.
Moreover both the signal amplitude and the hali decay time are

decreased by the IRBG illumination.

   The sample magnetization is described a$

                   B2 Ho B2 Ho
      Mz = N(DO)                    k Ts ' N<D-) (rn*/mo)2 E(D-) ' Mb , <1)

where N(DO) and N(D-) are the concentration of the neutral donors
                                                       'DO and the D- state, respectively, B is the Bohr magneton, Ho

the static magnetic field, Ts the spin temperature. kthe
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magneton, He the static magnetic fieid, T$ the spiR temperature

oi the doner electrons, k the Boitzmann factor, and Mb the bulk

rnagnetization of sÅ}licon crystal. The positive sign implies the

pararnagnetisrn. In Eq.(1) we assume that the rnagnetic moment of a

denor electron is a Bohr rnagneton and each D- state is isolated

from ether donors. The first term in the right hand side of

Eq.(1) is the contribution of the spin polarization of neutra!

donors and the second ter-m is that of the orbital diamagnetisin oi

t.he D- st• ates. The contribution o:" the spÅ}n po!arization and the

Landau diamagnetism of the photo-electroRs is assumed to be
neg.lig.ib.ie, because 'Lleir- steady-st'ate nu/mbers is ver-'y sma!1. In

the absence oi 'Lhe ex'i r- insic light, N(D')=O and Ts is equal te

the sainp!e temperature. !n the presence of the light, the iol-

lowing reactions occur in the samp!e as showR in Fig. 1.

(i) DO + hy -> D+ + e- (photoexcitation of the donor electron)

(ii) D+ + e- -> De (capture by the ionized donor)

(iii) De + e- -> D- (capture by the neutral donor)

(iv) D' + D+ -) 2De {recornbination oi the D- and D+>

(v) DOf + e-i -> DOi + e-t (spin exchange scattering with .

the conductien electtren.)

The arrows t and i denote spin direction. rlrhe spin ternperature

Ts should deviate frorn the lattice temperature TL if the donor

spin reversal occurs by any way in the reactions above. :n addi-

tion the formation of the De states is taken into account. Con-

sequently the magnetization change is expected to appear.

6
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Fig. 1

Various reactions induced by photo-excitation in Si doped with

shaUow donors.

(i) extrinsic photoionization ei DO

(ii) recombination of an eiectron wi'Lh D+ to iorm DO

(iii) capture of an electron by De to forrn D-

(iv) D--D+ recombination via hopp' ing to adjacent donor sites

(v) spin-exchange scattering of an electron associated with a

      spin reversai of donor electron
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3. Aim of This Paper

   As mentioned abeve the PM effect on shaUow donors in semicon-

ductor has not been found before. and we assume the two pos-

sibiiity for the origin of the PM effect: spin depoiarization of

neutral donors; and erbitai diamagnetism of the D' states. The

aim of this paper is to elucidate the characteristtcs and the

oriain ef the PM effect.

   For the study of the PM effect and the ESR on shallow donors

in Si. we have deve]cpeG'- th•e nevg experimen`La] me'v•hed using a

S9UID magnetometer. As a test oi' the instrumen'Ls, the P•]. ap.d the

ESR measuremeRts are made on a paramagnetic syst'em oi ruby at

first, which is described in Chapterll . rn ChapterM the charac-
                                             'teristic features of the PM efiect in silicon are presented at

iirst. Observed quantities, the signai amp!itude and the hali

decay time, are described in each section, an.d then Vneir depen-

dence on the temperature, the background iight and the donor con-

centration are presented. Finally, the PM effect ior the FIR

laser excitation is presented. The D- concentration N(D') is ex-

pected to be decreased because the D- e!ectron is excited to the

conduction band by the F!R light, and therefore the sample mag-

netization may be changed according to Eq.(1). rn order to
clarify the origin of the PM effect, we made a S9UXD-ESR measure-

ment on the samq sample as used in the PM measurement, which is

described in ChapterlV. The S9UrD-ESR can measure only the con-

tribution of the donor spins but not the orbital diamagnetisrn of

the D- states. The observed resuits are cornpared with the PM

ones, and the correlation between the PM effect and the ESR is
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presented. In ChapterV the F!R photoconduc'tivity js observed

for cemparison with the Norton's work on the liietirne of the D-

state. rn ChapterVl we presents the discussion en the origin and

the mechanisrn of the PM effect based on the whoie experimental

resuits, and propose a phenomenologica! explanation in terms of a

rate equation approximation.

9



                    Chapterll .Instrurnelttation

   The S9UID is a ne;g sensor using the Josephson eifect, and
various applications have been attempted12'23. A measuring in-

strument of magnetization using the SQUID which is called a S9UrD

magnetoTReter has the foUowing characteristics: 1)high
sensitivity; 2)high precision; and 3)fast response. The charac-

teristic 1)is superÅ}or to a conventional torque method or an ac

rnethod in the measurements oi a srnall sample at a weak magnetic
fi•eZd:'9. The characz' erisz' ic 2) means that the abso!ute value cf

magner; iza'i icn can be si-irnply and precisely measured18 by the sQvlD

system. k'e have attempted for appZying the characteristic 3) `L-o

observe the kinetics o:" magnetization. The rnagnetization is

changed by applying external iniluences : rf magnetic field and
photo-irradiation. The former is NMR22-23 aRd EsR23 and the
                                                     '
latter is the PM efiect.

1.Instruments for PM Measurements

1-1.Construction of Instruments

   First. the desÅ}gn and the performance of the S9UID rnag-

netometer using an rf SQUrD are described in this section. The
                                               'conceptuai scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The pick-up coils Ll and

the S9UID input coU L2 forrn a superconducting loop, and Ll is

located in a uniform and stable magnetic field.

10
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Scheme for measuring magnetization using a SQUID sensor.
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When the external magnetÅ}c flux is applied to op-e of the pick-up

coils , a screening current is induced so as tc civ"nserve the to-

tal magnetic flux inside the superconducting loop. and a flux

proportional to the applied flux is transferred to the SQUID

ring. The SQUID electrenics operates to convert the magnetic

ilux to the voltage signal. The principle of the S9UID is
reviewed in Ref.(15). Since a pair of pick-up coUs are wound in

opposite direction (astatically) with each other, a uniform fluc-

tuation of the magnetic iieid produces no net current in the

loop. When a sample is moved into one oi• the pick-up coils f• r- cfiri

far, the supercurrent proport.i.enal to the sampie magnetjzation is

induced. The construction ef• the SQU!D magnetorneter is based on

the previous work18 as shcwn in Fig. 3. A pair of le-turns

pickup coils are wound astatically on a Cu pipe with le mm

diameter using O.14 mm Nb wire. The pick-up coils Ll are con-

nected to the input coil L2 i.n a S9U!D probe as shown in Fig. 2.

The inductande of the pick-up coils is rRatched with that of the

SQUID input coil which is 2 lt H.

   A static field, Ho, is supplied by a superconducting magnet

operated in the persistent current mode, and the rnagnetic flux is

trapped in a 13 mm i.d. Nb pipe. The ava"abie maximum fieid was

about IKG in the pTesent apparatus. Even though the magnet is

operated in the persistent current mode, the flux creep produces
drift of the order of 10-10 G per sec. which generates a noise in

the S9UID magnetometer.

12
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Non-zere resistance of the magnef- wire at a sgelding point

produces a graduaZ decay of• the persistent current. If the
resistance is 10-9 g and the inductance of the coii is 1 H, the

                                  'decay time oi the flux is 109 sec which corresponds to 32 years.
                                                        '
Accordingly the Nb pipe is used to provide a completely stable
                 'rnagnetic field. The Nb pipe also shields the pick-up coils from

an externa! magnetic noise. In order to trap the magnetic flux

iRside 'L'he Nb pipe, the pipe is he!d in the norrnal state ibsy

heater wir•es wound fioniRducrl ively on 'Lhe pipe. Aiter t]e pipe is

made super- conducting, only extrernely sma!] currents flow on the

pipe to maintain the fie2,d, and the f.i.-ux creerv of the Nb pipe ca=•.

be neg!ected. The Nb pipe was covered by a ny. :,on p]asttc celZ.
when the pipe is hbated, evaporated He gas therrRally insuZates

the pipe frorrt outer liquid He, and decreases loss oi liquid He.

In addition, the pick-up coils, the Nb pipe and the magnet are

supported rigidly on the same brass frame to reduce noise due to

their relative motion. The S9U!D probe and the eiectronic con-

troller are SHE 330 system. !t has a response tirne of O.2 msec

which is limited by a feedback circuit.

   An absolute caiibration o!e the system was made by using a test

soienoid with the san}e dimensions as a sampie or by using a

standard sample with known susceptibiMty. The S9UrD output of 1
Åëo corresponds to the magnetic rnoment oi 6.s xlo13 spins in

unit oi Bohr magneton at the "x leO " mode, where Åëo= 2.07 x
lo-7 G cm2, the flux quantum•

   The overall noise in flux ÅëN is 5x 10-2 Åëo at a magnetic

field of 440 G and at a measuring bandwidth of 3 KHz. The main

source of the noise may be attributed to the rnechanical vibration
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of the pick-up coils in the smaU inhomogeneity of the static

fieid. The noise is decreased to 1/!O at ternperatures below the

A -point of iiquid He. The noise leveZ gives a limit. jn the min-

imuiTr} detectable magnetic moment, which is evaluated to be about

3.3 x lo12 spins in the sample. !n this work the size of the

sarnple was 3 x 3 x s mm3.

   rn the rneasurements of the PM efiect a sarnpZe is lceated at

the iRside of one of the pickup coi!s and is illuminated by ex-

citing !igh'L-. When the excitation is turned on, the change in

the sa!nple .magp.etization is induced and is sensed by the S9U!D

magnetometer. In the measurernents the amplitude of the S9U!D

respense and the waverP! orm of the temporal change in magnetizaticn

are recorded in a digital transient memory.

   The experimental arrangernent for observation of the PM efiect

in ruby is shown in Fig. 4. An exciting light from a 250 W high

pressure mercury iamp is iocused by a quartz lens and is led to a

sarnple in a cryostat through glass fibers. An optical filter is

placed in the light path to remove unnecessary light. The light

is gated by a mechanical shutter or a chopper. The light guide

around the sample is made carefully. The outer pipe is made of a

Cu pipe with 5 mm i.d., and the sample is supported by a 99.999g

Cu rod with 5 mrn o.d.. rn the portion ef the outlet of the fiber

to the sample, the quartz light guide is used to reduce the

refiection ioss of the Cu light pipe, and a high purity quartz

(sprasU) is used near the sample to avoid a spurioUs signal due

to the magnetic impurities.
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   When the exciting light is turned on the temperature oi the

equipments around the sa!npie wiil rise owing te the absorption of

the !ight, and a slight amount oi paramagRetic irapurz'ties in the

material produces a ghost signai, which caBnot be separated by

the measuring system because the S9UID senses total change in

magnetz'zation. Accordingiy the high purity and nonmagnetic

materia!s are used for the eguipment around the sarnple.
SimUarly, since the sample temperature is inevitably raised by

 photo-exci'Lation, the sample and the equipment near the sample

are in direct con'Lact with !iquid He to prevent from heating.

:,-2. De.monstratiop- o:'• P]. E•itt• ec'li s

   In this section the results ior ruby are presented. The
energy levels oi cr3+ in ruby are shewn in Fig. 5-(a). The

ground state oi Cr3+ in ruby is S=312 and the Zeeman level

splittirig24 at e= o' and at e=gg" are shown in Hg. 5-(b),

where e is an angie between the static magnetic field Ho and the
c-axis. Typical traces on the samples doped with e.05 moB cr3+,

are shown in Fig. 6 for the case that e=O" and e =90" at 4.2 K

and at 300 G. At e=O' the waveform consists of two components.

One is diamagnetic with a shorter relaxation time T 1 of O.23 sec

aiter the photo-excitation and another is paramagnetic with a

longer relaxation time T2 of O.65 see. On the other hand at e

=90" the signal consists of a single diamagnetic component with a

shorter relaxation time of O.23 sec after the photoexcitation.

   Table 1 shows the dependence of the relaxation time on cr3+

ion concentration, temperature and the angie e. On the sample

                                17
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Energy leveis of ruby and the relative radiative transition rates

in the magnetic fieid at e=O" .(See Ref.(28)) The angle e is

taken between the magnetic fÅ}eld and the c axis of crystal. The

transition rates are shown in the case that the electric fieZd of

the light is parallel and perpendicular to the c axis.

The vertical arrows in the figure indicate the excitation aRd

subsequent relaxation processes.
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Table 1

Spin-Zattice reiaxation times on ruby

S9UID-ESR Tneasurernents. The angle e

netic fie!d and the c axis of crystal.

occur between levels rn=Å} 1/2 at 440 G

at 167 G. The Zeeman Zevel sp!itting

obtained by the PM and the

is taken between the mag

  The ESR transitions

and between levels m=Å} 3/2

is shown in Fig. 5-(b).

SamDle e.ol g o.os g O.3 ig

anale e= oo e = goo G= oe e = goe e= oe

PM 4.2 K
    300 G

o

o

.23 s

.65 s

O.20 s e.23 s

PM 1.7 K
    3og G

O.50 s

1.95 s

O.50 s o

1

.49 s

.35 s

O.42 s O.60 s

ESR 4.2 K
    440 G

O.16 s

O.72 s

O.40 s

ESR 4.2 K
    167 G

O.40 s

O.80 s
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The waveforrn oi the PM signai measured on ruby with O.05 molg
cr3+ at 4.2 K at e=O" and e=90" . At e=OO the signal is

resolved into two components which are schematically shown in the

iower side of the figure, while at e =90" the signal consists of

a single component.
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2. !nstruments ior SQUID ESR Measurements

   Tihe SQUID detection of ESR (S9U!D-ESR) measures decrease in

longitudinal magneti"7ation induced by ESR saturation, while the

conventional ESR measures ri absorption proportional to the
transverse magnetization. It has been shown23 that the sQurD-EsR

is superior to the conventÅ}onal ESR in a low rf frequency region

and ior samples with a long spin-lattice reiaxation time. Espe-

cialiy the S9UID gives a sirnp]e and direct method for observing

the spin lattice relaxation proces$. Since the S9U!D sys'Lem

needs extremely stable magnetic fie)d(See Sec.II -1), rf frequency

musz' be swept through resonance. In the previous work 20-23 the

rf field was produced by a saddle coil. The saddie coil methed

shouid have a high frequency limit because the irnpedence oi the

coU will be much higher than that of the microwave oscillator

and correspondingly the rf field on the sample is decreased with

increasing the frequency. !n this work the S9UID-ESR has been

developed in the frequency region above 1 GHz which is higher
than in the previous report.23 For this purpose a coaxial

cavity with a tunabie resonaRce irequency has been introduced in-

stead of a saddie coil. The coaxial cavity with a high 9-factor

produces much intense rf magnetic field, which will enabie us to

appiy the SQU:D ESR to the samples with shorter spin lattice

relaxation times than those in the previous werk.
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2-1. Theoretical Background

   In the SQUID detection oi ESR the decrease in the z coTnponent

of M, AMz, is measured by the S9U!D magnetometer. !n the steady
state A Mz is obtained from the Bloch equations as follows26:

                             v       AY•z=x eHo -i-\-ZZb-6':-.-S2-i52-;--.-- , (2)

                                                        'where the saturation factor 77 =7t 2H12T"2,                                           xo is the s'Lat.i"c

susceptibility, 7 the gyromagnetic ratio, Ho the static field,

H! ri the magnetic fieid, ct) the appiied r:F irequency, ct)o the

resonance frequency o:' the sample, Tl t•.he longitndinal spin

relaxation time, and T2 the transverse one. Zn Ea..(2) we take

the positive sign for the reduction of the spin polarization'.

   When the rf field is switched on and off the time deDendent

change, A Mz(t), is usuaUy descrÅ}bed as

       AMz(t) =AMz [1- exp(-t/TlÅ}) ], (3)

after the rf field is swrtched on and                               t

               '       AMz(t) =AMz [1- exp(-t/Tl) ] , (4)
                                               '

after switched off, where A Mz is given in Eq.(2) and

            . Tl          Tl =------------- (5)                   1+T •
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   In the ESR spectrum tneasurement the saturatÅ}on factor, o7 ,

must satisfy that v <<1 to prevent from the saturational
broadening. Equati'on (2) predicts the lineshape to be a
Lorentzian curve for the sample with hornogeneous.broadening.

   At the center of the resonance frequency, w= ct) o, AMz is
proportional to H12 when 7 <<1 and approaches to the complete

saturation value x oHo when 7 >> 1•

   The observation of the spin relaxation process is made around

the center oi the resonance, co= co o. The wavetcriTi oi AMz(t)

described by Eqs.(3) and (4> is recorded. Accordingly the spin

lattice reiaxation time Tl is ob`La-ined directly and the iorrn oi

the relaxation curve is also analyzed. The maximum rf iieid in-

tensity i's necessary to be as large as pessibÅ}e to obtaiR a good

signal to noise ratio and to apply the method extensively. rf

the rf iield is supp!ied by the saddle coii, the impedence ore the

ri coil will be much higher than the gscillator output impedence

(-- 50 9 ), and correspondingly the rf field on the sample wiil be

decreased with increasing rf frequency. Therefore in the GH2

region the coaxial cavity is more suitabie to supply the intense

ri field than the saddle coil.
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2-2. Experimentai Arrangement

The S9U:,D-ESR measurement is different irom the PM measurement

only in use of microwave ins'iead of light as an excitation.

Figure 7 shows a block diagram of the rneasuring sys"Lem used here.

 The cavity is p!aced inside the pick-up coils and the samp!e is

mounted in the cavity. The sample position is at one of the

pick-up coils. The magnetic field is fixed at about 400 G.
Microwave wi'th a frequency around 1 GHz is supplied by a Wavetek

200:, q-weett osciUator. The oscillator must be tuned to the

cavi"Ly. FLrst, th-e amplitude oi rei!ected wave frorn the cavit•y

is ob' served through the bidirectiona! coupler and shows a shar- r.

minimuin at the cavity resonance, to which the oscillator
frequency is tuned by automatic frequency control electronics.

Second, the oscillator is operated in CW mode at the fixed

frea.uency of the cavrty resonance. Finally the microwave is

modulated in amplitude for observing A Mz using a Hewlett-Packard

HP-3300eD modulator.

   The modulation is carried out in two rnodes: square wave

modulation; and pulse modulation. In the square wave modulation,

the S9UrD output is fed to a lock-in amplifier which is not shown

in Fig. 7, and the modulatÅ}on frequency rnust be srnaller than
Tl-1. This mode is useful for samples with relatively short Tl,

because the narrow bandwidth of the phase sensitive detection
will iinprove the sensitivity of the systern remarkabiy.
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!n the puZse modulaticn the temporal change AMz(t) is measured

using the digitai transient meTnory and is anaiyzed to obtain the

arnplitude AMz and the relaxation time Tl. This rnode is used for

sampZes with too long Tl to use the first mode. Zn addition the

signal to noise ratio can be improved by averaging the waveform

of A Mz(t) over a ibt of pulses.

   rn the measurement ef ESR spectrum either of the modes is

chosen according to the value of Tl of the sarnp!e. !n our rnethod

the frequency is swept discretely and A .M.z is measured point by

po int at each frea. ue ncy. r. rom the star +u ing i• re q. ue ncy the cav ity

frequency is changea" successively by a cerz'ai,n ireguency interval

and the tuning process mentioned above is repeated. As a resu!t

the frequency dependeBce of AMz gives the resonancav line. In

the measurements of the temporal change, only the second mode is

used and the frequency is fixed at the center oi resonance of the

sarnple .

   Figure 8 shows the coaxial cavity which is composed oi an in-

ner conductor of copper wire with 1 mm o.d. and an outer conduc-

tor of alminium pipe with 7 rnrn i.d.. The cavity is shortened at

one end and is open at another. Since the outer conductor is
       'slightly longer than the inner conductor, the cut-off behavior of

the cylinder prevents from the radiation loss at the epen end.

The cavity frequency is changed by inserting a quartz plunger

from the open end. The quartz plunger can be used also as a
light guide in the experiment of photo-excitation.( See ChapterlV

) The cavity length is chosen 5A/4 where JL is wavelength in

free space and is about 25 cm.
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The 9--factor of the cavity is about 1600 at 4.2 K, and the
tuning range oi the irequency is about leO MHz with a plunger of

40 mm in length. Use of the dielectrtc plunger is more con-

venient than the usual metal plunger because the fomer is com-

pletely free irom the electric contact betweeR

 the p!unger and the both inner and outer conduc"Lors. The rf

field is fed to the cavity through H-coupling at the shortened

end. The coupling between the cavity and the transmission line

(50 9) is made critical by adjusting the size and the afigle of

the H-coupling loop. The sample is placed at the maximum posi-

tion oi the rf magnetic fi'eld Hl, and the static field 'do Å}$ ap-

plied alcng Vne cavity axis. The magnitude of Hl at the sarnple
position is estimated about la'1 G when the output power of the

osciUator is 10 mW, and the variation ef Hl ls estimated at 5g

throughout the measuriBg frequency range. The magnitude of Hl

rnust be as coRstant as possible beeau$e the change in magnetiza-

tioB is proportional to H12 and the variation of Hl produces a

spurious structure in the ESR spectrum.
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2-3. DemoRstration ei SQUZD-ESR

 (1) DPPH

   DPPH(1,1-Diphenyll-2-picryl.hydrazyl) is usually used as a

standard sampie in the ESR experiment. It is known that the g

value is 2.0036 and the resonance line is exchange-narrowed. We

used the resonance frequency for calibrating the static field Ho

at a $amp!e. The observed resonance liRe shown in Fig.9-(a> iits

well to a Lorentzian curve denoted by the solid line. The FWHM

(r.u:,1 k'rdth of Y!ali M.aximum) is 17.5 MHz v?hich corresponds to

6.25 G. Figure 9-(b) shcws the w-ave forrn AMz(t) at the center

ei tihe resonance. The rtse and decay forms are described by

Ea.s.(3) and (4). The rise time is 1470 ms and the decay time is

640 msec, whieh is Rot consistent with Eg.(5). The steady state

amplitude during saturation is pro.portional to the rf pewer up to

the imaxi!rtum power of 10 dbm. This result indicates that the

saturation factor v is smal! enough compared to unity.

   The spin lattice re!axation in the exchange-interacting

systefn. e.g. DP]H, was studied previously by Go!dsborough
et.ai.27, and has not been completely understood especiaily at

iow temperature. Here we present only the observed resuit, but

do not enter the physics of spin-lattice relaxation in DPPH.
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<2) RUBY
                                                        '

   The sarnples used here were ruby with O.Ol molg Cr3+ and with

e.B5 ig Cr3+. The static iie!d Ho was applied paral!el to the c-

axis, narnely, e=OO . The ESR saturation occurs between levels

m=Å} 112. 0n O.Ol g sample, a typÅ}cal trace of the temporal mag-

netization change for an rf pulse is shown in Fig.10 at 4.2 K and

at 440 G. This signal is similar to the PM signal shown in
Fig.6. The signal consists of two different components. One is

diarnaqnetic and its relaxation time aiter the saturation is O.16

sec. Another is paramagnetic and the relaxation time is O.74

sec. On!y the diamagnetic cornponent is induced by an rf• puise

whose widtl is short enough compared to the longer relaxation

time. rn this case, the rf power is reduced to prevent from the

saturationai broadening, and the lineshape of AMz is shown in

Fig. 11. The line shape is a Gaussian curve with the FWHM of 57

MHz,i.e., 2e G.
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   For the sampie with O.Ol molg Cr3+ ions, another experiment

was made. The ESR saturation between levels m=Å} 3/2 is induced

at about 15e G at e=OO , i.e. one third of the magnetic field

for transition between ievels m=Å}, 1/2. Though the resonance

line is toe broad to find the peak, the relaxation titue after the

saturation is O.80 sec at 4.2 K. This result indicates that the

longer relaxation time mentioned above is assoelated with ievels

m=Å} 3/2. Since the transition of A m=Å}3 is forbidden in the

ESR, the reason why this transition is observed remains in

questzon.
   On the more doped sample with O.05 rno!rg Cr3+ ions, the f• eature

is quite different irorn that of O.el ig ruby, and also differ-en'L

from the PM signai shown in Fig. 6. The signai consists o:F a

sing!e diamagnetic component only. The relaxation time after the

saturation is G.4 sec at 440 G and at 4.2 K. This relaxation

time is an intermediate va!ue between the shorter and the longer

Tl of the O.Ol* ruby. The resonance line is almo$t the' same as

that of the O.Ol ig ruby.
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3. Discussion and Conclusion

               '

   We wiU discuss the origin. oi the PM effect and the spin la+.-

tice relaxation process in ruby in this section.

   On e.Olrg ruby sample at e =OO , the waveform of the PM signal

and its relaxation time are alraost the same as that of the SQU!D-

ESR . Therefore we conclude that the photoexcitation produces a

popuiation change from thermal equ"ibrium in the Zeeman leveis
of the ground state 4A2 like the ESR. Accordingiy the decay of

the PM signal is due to the spin-!attice relaxaticn. As shown i'n

Fig. 5-(a), the excitation light oi Hg lamp induces the optica]

transition frem the ground state to the excited states 4Fl and

4T.2, which are reiaxed to the Zowest excited state 2E(E') by the

nonradiative process in very short time. Tne state 2E(E' ) has a
relatively long lifetime of the order of 10-3 sec. The transi-

tion from the state 2E(E') to the ground s'; ate occurs radiativeiy

with a high quantum efficiency. In the presence ef the static

magnetic fieid at e =Oe , the optical transitions occur according

to relative transition rates indicated by the numbers28 as il-

lustrated in Fig. 5-(a). As a consequence the spin polarizatÅ}on

oi the ground state is changed from thermal equi!ibrium by the

photo-excitation.
                                                         '
   Next we discuss the spin-lattice relaxation in the ground

state for g.gl g ruby. The two decay components are observed in

both the PM and ESR measurements. We use the same symbols T1

and T2 for the shorter and the longer relaxation time,
respectively. It is generaiiy expected that two components ap-
pears in the spin-iattice ' relaxation in a multi-level spin system
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with Sl l, if the transition probabilities between diiferent

pairs or' states are diiferent. In the case that H 1/ c, the spin

HamiltoRian yi'elds the diagonal matrÅ}x elements only and the

Zeeman levels are described well by the spin rnagnetic quantum

number, m. The change in magnetization A Mz is expressed as

     A Mz/B = (A ny2 - A n-1/2) + (A n3/2 ' A n.3/2), (6)

where Anm denotes change in population of leveZmirom each
thermal equUibrium value and B the Bohr magneton.

The quantities A:m satis:•- y the conservation ef the tota! ion
number, 2 mA nm = O. Here we assume g = 2 for simplicity and use

the positive sign oi A Mz to be diamagnetic. On the other hand,

sÅ}nce the ground state is non-Kramers state, the spin-lattice in-

teraction is given by a quadratic form of spin operators29 and

consequently the selection rule ior the spin lattice relaxation
                                             'is given as A m=Å} 1 and Å} 2. !n Fig. 5-(b), among six re!axation

transitions in the ground state, one transition between leveis m=

Å} 312 is forbidden aRd others are allowed.

    The shorter relaxation time T1 is assigned to be the spin-

lattice relaxation time between leveis rn=Å} 112, since its value
agrees with the previous resuk30 obtained from the decay oi the

rf absorption after the ESR saturation in the conventional

method. On the other hand the longer relaxation time T2 is as-

sociated with the population change of the levels m=Å} 3/2. the

direct transition between levels m=Å} 3/2 is forbidden because

A m=3, and therefore the reiaxation takes place via transitions

to other two levels m=Å} 112.
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   When a short microwave pulse is applied, only the firs'L terra

in the right hand of the Eq.(6) is changed toward the
diamagnetic,i.e., positive direction, while the second tern

remains unchanged owing to the long relaxationtine. Con-
                                  '          'sequently on!y the faster diamagnetic coraponent is observed for

the ESR saturation with a short rf pulse.

   Next, when the puise width is so iong that the relaxation from

levels m='-LL 1/2 to m=Å} 3/2 occurs, the last terrn of Eq.(6) ccn-

tributes to A Mz. Observation shows that this contribution is

pararnagnetic, i.e.(A n3/2 - A n.3/2) < O, which is attrtbuted 'Lo

that the relaxation rates with A m=2, i.e., ÅÄ1/2 to -3/2 and ÅÄ3/2

to -1/2 are iarger than those with A m=1, i.e.. +1/2 to +3/2 and

-312 to -1/2. Accordingly T2 is assigned to a time in which the

population of !evels m=Å}3/2 returns to thermal equilibrium
through the reÅ}axation to !eveZs m=Å} 1/2.

   The similar re!axation process cccurs in the PM ef.F.ect in

ruby. The disappearance of the slower reiaxation process in O.3

rg ruby may be due to an increase of the cross relaxation rate,
         'which depends on the concentration of the pararnagnetic
impurities.

   On the O.05 g ruby at e=O" , the PM rneasurement gives the

same feature as for the O.Ol g ruby, while the SQUID-ESR measure-
                                   'ment gives quite different resuit as iliustrated in Table 1. The

reason of this different has not been resoived yet.

   Frorn the above discussion we conclude that the S9U!D detection

of the PM effect and the ESR is more useful and more convenient

for studying the spin-lattice relaxation than the conventional

method. This advantage arises from the fact that the S9UTD
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method can rneasure a noit-equilibrium change in magnetizaticn

totally'. Narne!y, the conventioRal ESR method gives mainiy the

information associated with the states in resonance, while the

S9UID method gives another information associated with non-

resonant states.

   rn conciusion the experimental system for the PM and the ESR

measurement using a S9UrD magnetometer has been constructed. In

the SQU!D-ESR measurernents, a tunable coaxial cavity is ernployed

successiully in the GHz region, and the advantage for observÅ}ng

the sDin reiaxation is demonsttate-d. Xn both measurements the

saln-latti'ce reiaxation in rubv is demonstrated as a 'Les'L oi t.he

sysz-em. However the phenomena observed include unresoived
problerns, and thereiore these phenomena wUl be studied in the

future work in detail. rn addition t.he PM effect and the E.q.R are

considered to be in complementary reiation with each other.
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           ChapterN P'N' Effect on Shallow Donors in Si

1. Experimen'Lal Arrangement

   The experimental arrangement is essentialiy the same as
described in the Chapterll .1, and the oniy difference is shown in

Fig. 12.

   The excÅ}tatÅ}on 1Å}ght ts extrinslc !R lÅ}gha, name!y, hy < Eg ,

w!tt`ere Ea is t.he Si energy gap oi 1.15 eV. One oi light sources
       u
is a tungsten lamp with a short wavelength cut-off iiiter of Ge

w'nich is used for the purpose of removing the intrinsic light

( h7 > Eg ). The cutofi wavelength of Ge is about 1.8 #rn.

Anotker source is a C02 laser with a wavelength around le # m.

The exciting light is gated by a mechanicai shutter and is guided

to a samp!e through a Cu-Ni light pipe. The quartz light guide

above t]e samp!e shovgn in Fig. 4 was removed.

   Since the room temperature background (RTBG) radiation in-

evitably reaches the sampXe and has considerable affects on the

PM efiect (See ChapterM .2). the RTBG intensity is diminished by

cold i'iYLers piaced in liquid heiium. The transmission charac-

teristics of the filters are iilustrated in Tabie 2. When the

C02 laser is used, the laser line alrnost coincides with the peak

of the RTBG radiation in wavelength, and accordingly the RTBG

radiation cannot be entirely removed.
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Tab!e 2

Transmission characteristics of the filters: The transparent

region in wavelength and the re!ative BG intensity go. Transrnis-

sion wave!engtin indicates the range ior the transntttance above

about 50g. The shorter waveieng"L"h is lintted by the Ge ii'!ter

and the longer one depends on eac]i iUter-.

FILTER TR.ANSMISS!ON
WAVELENGTH (,u m)

REILAT!VIE BG
 1N VENS!TY

GtaSS !.8 - 3 O.2

A1203 1.8 '- 5 3.1

MgO 1.8 -- 10 16.5

NaCi 1.8 -- 18 16.5< <192

NO FII,TER 1.8 's- oo 192
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   The relative values oi exciting light intensity gex and the

RTBG intensity go are measured from the photoconductivity using a

sample prepared frorn the same ingot as used in the PM
measurements. Therefore, gex and go denote the experimental
quantity proportionai to photo- excited carrier concentration on

the assurnption of a constan•L' mobility. The experirnental detail

wi!l be described in ChapterV.1. In the tungsten lamp
excitation, gex is controiled by the voltage across the lamp.

The relation of the lamp voltage to gex is listed in Tabie 3.

   The sample is immersed into liquid helium to prevent fr•orn

heating induced by photo-irradtation as described iR Sec.II -1.
The sample volume Å}s 3x3x5 mm3. The sample is polished viLsing

iirst #2000 carborandom, next using 1 Iim almina poltshirig
powder. and finaily is chemicaliy etched using a solution o:e HN03

: HF : HCOOH = 5 : 3 : 1. Samples used are n-type and p-type Si,

in the low concentration region. In beZow we use the following

abbreviation for indicating the sarnple : sample 9-16 P denotes Si
doped with g x lo16 p/crn3.

    For sample 9-16 P, compensation effect on the PM effect was

examined. The compensation was made by fast neutron irradiation

at 300 K at Kyoto University Reactor Research Institute. Before

the irradiation, the resistivity of the sample was about O.1 9
                                                 'cm, and after the irradiation and the annealing at 200 ec, it

changed to O.2 9crn. This result indicates that the degree of

compensation is 50 rg . The cornpensation centers are probably

deep acceptor states associated with vacancies, e.g., neutral
divacancies,32 v20. As a consequence, aimost au of acceptors
                      'V20 are converted to the negatively charged state V2' , while half
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of neutral donors De are iontzed to D'- . we
9-16 P(C) after compensatjoR oi samp!e 9-16 P

   The sarnples used in the present study are

16 P(C), 1.5-27 P, 3-17 P, 1-17 Sb, and 6--16

only p-type and the others are n-type.

use the abbreviaU'on

 in belcw.

2.2-16 P, 9-16 P, 9-

B. Sample 6-16 B is
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Tabie 3

The relative vaiue of excitation intensity gex versus the applied

voitage of a tungsten lamp. The value of gex is determined by the

photoconductivity, and is proportional to the photoexcited car-

rier concentration. The cold fUter used is A1203 filter•

LAMP VOLTAGE
   <v)

kVtaTIVE EXCITAMON
  I! T:. NSITY gex

2.5 1.9

5.0 4.9

7.5 7.8

10.0 10.0

12.5 12.5

15.e 14.8

17.5 15.4

20.0 16.9
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2. Experimental Results

2-1. Characteristic Features oi PM Effect

   ASy:.>-i.'cal trace of the PM slgnal Å}s shown in Fig. 13 for

sample 9-16 P at 750 G and at 1.6 K. The excitation source was a

tungs'Len !amp and a glass plate was used as afUter. When the

photo-excitation is turned on, the magnetization varies towards

the diamagnetic direction, and when turned off the rnagnetization

returns to i'Ls 'Lherrnal equilibriu/m vaiue. The steady state

amp!itude during the excitation is denoted a$ Aex which is
proportional to the change in magnetizatic-n, and T i/2 is a half

decay time after the photo-excitation is turned oii. Observation

shows that the decay curve is not exponential. The semilogarith-

mic plot of the curve indicates that a faste=- decay component ap-

pears in the beginning part of the deeay as shown in Fig . 21--

(b).
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   The PM effect was observed for sarnples doped with other
species oi impurity. Sample 1-17 Sb gives essential!y the same

resuits as a phosphorus doped sample. On the p-type sample 6-16

B, however, the PM signal was not observed.

   The compensation has a remarkable ini]uence on the PM effect.
Namely, as mentioned above, sampie 9-16 P(C) contains 4.s x lo16

p/crn3. and therefore the PM signal amplitude is expected to be

one half of the uncornpensated sarnple, if the signal is propor-

tiona! to the neutral donor concentration. Nevertheless, we ob-

served no PM signai on sample 9-16 P<C).

   Tke quantities Aex and T 1/2 depend on the excitation inten-

sky gex. the RTBG intensity go, the sampie temperature T, and
the donor concentration N(DO). These dependences wz'11 be dis-

cussed in detail in the foÅ}lowing sections.
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2-2 HaM Decay Tirnes

   The dependences of the half decay time T 1/2 on the RTBG in-

tensity go, the temperature T, and the donor concentration N(DO)

are presented in this section.

   The dependences of T 1/2 on T and go are shown in Fig. 14 for

sarnple 9-16 P at 750 G. The RTBG light intensity go is a'L-

tenuated tc- var• ious degree by c]oice of cold filters as shewn in

TabZe 2. Witt.h increasing go. T 1/2 decreases and becomes inde-

pendent o:e 'Lemperatu.re. Besides, the additional BG li•gnt is sup-

plied on the samp]e using a tungsten lamp with a Ge iiker•, wntch

is not shown in Fig. 12. The iRtensity ef the tungsten Zamp bac]<-

ground (TLBG) !ight is estimated in the same way as the excita-

tion intensity gex. Since the TLBG light has a role on the gen-

eration of background photocarriers similar to the RTBG !i•ght.
The observed relaxatior. rates, T 1/2'1, are pictted against the

TLBG intensity, go' , in :.ig. 15. The important conclusion is

that the increase in the re!axation rate is proportional to the

photo-exci'.• ed carrier cencentration. These features are also ob-

served for sample 2.2-16 P.

   The dependence of T 1/2 on the phosphorus concentration N(DO)

is shown in Fig. Z6 . With increasing N(DO), T 1/2 monotonicaUy

decreases. Moreover, the reduction in T 1/2 induced by the BG
radiation disappears above 1.s x lo17 p/cm3.
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The relation of the relaxation rate T 1/2'1 versus the TLBG in-

tensity obtained by PM and ESR measurernents. The points are ex-

perimentai and the lines are drawn according to Eq.(10). The iR-

teger numbers denote different experimental conditions. No 1 to

3 are of the PM measurernent, and No4 and 5 of the S9UID-ESR.

Sample 9-16 P is used for No 1 to 4, while sample 9-16 P(C) for

No 5. The exciting condition is different as belovg: No 1 denotes

C02 laser excitation with the NaCl fi!ter at 1.7 K, No 2 C02
laser excitation with MgO filter at 1.7 K, No 3 tungsten lamp ex-

citation with the glass filter at 1.9 K. No 4 and 5 are the ESR

results with the quartz filter at 1.7 K.
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Companson of the relaxation times at 1.7Kmeasured by the PM

eiiect and tbe S9U!D-ESR for various donor concentration. The

points are experimental and the lines are guide for eyes. The

crosses and the open circles are obtained from the PM measurement

at 750 G with and withouÅé the BG radiation. respectively. !n

the PM measurement the relaxation time is expressed by the half
decay time T 1!2. Above concentration of 1.5 x 1017 plcm3 the

relaxation times become independent of the BG radiation. The

c}o$ed and open squares denote the S9UrD-ESR measureinent at 440G

with and without the BG radiation, respectively. In the S9U!D-

ESR measurement the relaxation time is obtained from the siope of

the semiiogarithmic plot of the decay curve.
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2-3. AimpUtude of PM-Signai

   ln Fig. 17, the ampiitude, Aex, is pXotted against the excita-

tion intensity, gex, for the sample 9-16 P at 1.8 K and 750 G

with and withcut the giass filter. Beth results show a ter.dency

oi saturation in the amplitude Aex with increasing the excit.a-i ion

intensity. The excitatÅ}en source is the tungsten larnp. The RTBG

light is a!mest rernoved when the glass filter is used. rn the

presence oi the RTBG light, Aex decreases as shown in Fig. 17.

   The dependence o!" Aex on phosphorus concentration shows a peak

around 1 x lo17 plcr,n3 as ubest]rated in Fig. 18•

   The aimpMtude Aex aÅ}so depends on the temperature, which is

not shown. Wi'th decreasing temperature, Aex i$ increased.
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2-4. F!R Laser Excitatten

   As mentioned in Chapterl .1, when an IR Ught ts iUuminated

on a sample doped wrth shallow impurities at a low ternperature,

the D- states are produced. On the o`L':ner hand, it is apparent

that the F!R light destroys D- states .h.y photo-excitation of the

excess electron of the D- s'i ate. !f `Lhe PM siqnal is ascribed to

the diamagnetism due to the large electron orbit of a D- s'Late,

we expect a decrease in the PM signal amplitude by the F!R
iliumination. The relation of the PM effect to the FIR light was

examined on sample 9-16 P. As slaown in Fig. 19 the PM signal as-

sociatevd with FIR laser light was observed on!y in the presence

oi the l} iight. The F!R laser line$ used here were 170 and 393

# m. No difference on the experimental results was observed be-

tween two wavelengths. When the FZR light was illuminated on su-

perposition of the IR light, the observed signai amplitude is in-

creased contrary to the above expectation, and the decay time oi

the signal is not affected by the FrR Xight. According!y this

result cannot be simp!y understood in terms oi the diamagneti'sm

oi the D' states.

   Concerning the arnplitude of the PM signa!, the ratio of the

amplitude induced by the FIR light to that by the ZR light only

is about 1!4. while the ratio of the free carrier concentration

induced by the F!R light to that induced by the rR iight is of

the order oi hundredth. The change' in diarnagnetic rnoment is rauch

larger compared with that of photo-carriers.
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3. Discussion and Summary

   We discuss the origin of the PM-effect in this section.

   In generai the photo-irradiation produces the inevitable rise

in lattice temperature TL which leads to the rise in spin tem-

perature Ts. Accordingly the spin polarization of donors is
decreased. which may be sensed by the S9UID system. If the ob-

served signal is attributed to the rise in Ts due to a rise in

TL. the relative rise ATL/TL is estimated to be 23 g from the

signal amplitude as explained beiow. This rise is considered too

large and must not occur, because the sample is in good contact

with the liquid He bath. Hence we conclude that the contribution

of the rise in TL is negligible.

   Concerning other origin of the PM effect, we assume two pos-

sibilities as follows: i) the spin depolarization in the neutral

donors; and ii) the orbital diamagnetism of the D- states. For

comparison with the experimental results, we rewrite Eq.(1) given

in Chapterl as

    AMZ BHo Ts-TL iB Ho N(D-) A
   N(DO)B kTL Ts (m*lmo)2 E(D-) N(DO) ,

where A Mz is the decrease in magnetization observed. The maxi-

mum value of Aex gbserved corresponds to the change in magnetiza-
tion of s.s x lo14 je /cm3, and the value of the left hand side of

Eq.(7) is o.O064. when we take N(DO)= 9.0 x 1016 plcm3, Ho= 7so
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G. rL=1.6 K, the polarization factor BHolkTL is O.032 and the

rnagnetic moment of the D- state in Bohr magneton unit B,
Hol((m*lmo)2 E(D-)) is O.064 in our experimental conditions. The

D- state is assumed to be isolated for simplicity.
                                                     '
   First, if the PM signal observed is attributed only to the

first term in the right hand side of Eq.(7), Ts is estimated to

be 1.97 K, which corresponds to the relative rise of Z3 g frorn

TL'

   Next, if the signal is attributed only to the second term.
i.e.. the diarnagnetisrn of the D- state. the ratio N(D-)IN(DO) is

estimated to be g.4 *. In the previous work,33-35 the electron

capture cross section of a neutral donor DO and that of an
ionized donor D+ were studied. The forrner is of the order of
7r R(DO)2 .i.e., the area of the ls ground state of the neutral

donor. The latter is two orders of magnitude larger than the
cross section of the neutral donor. because a conduction electron

is initially trapped in a higher excited donor state with a large

electron orbit and subsequently relaxes to the ground state via

lower excited states. The concentrations of' the D-" and D+

should be equal in the uncompensated sample. Therefore the ratio

N(D-)/N(DO) should be smaller than the ratio of the capture cross

section of DO to that of D+, which is inconsistent with the ex-

perimental value of 9.4 g estimated above. In the concentration
region above 1 x lo16 p/cm3. however, the Dn- compleces are

formed and their electron orbit is expected to be larger than the

isolated D- state. Th. is larger orbit will contribute the larger

diamagnetism at a small amount of the Dn-  compleces and may

decrease the difference between experirnent and theory.
                     tt
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   On the ether hand the experimental fact that the PM signai is

absent in the p-type sample cannot be undres'L'ood from the origin

of the orbital diamagnetism, because the corresponding A+ state

should be produced by the IR illumination in the p-type sample
and the diamagnetism of the A+ state is the same erder in mag-

nitude as that of the D- state36. In addition the fact that the

PM signal amplttude increases under the FIR ilÅ}uritination cannot

be understood fr•om the diamagnetisrn of the D- states. The above

discussions suggest that the diamagnetism o:-t the D- s'Lates is

less possibZe for the PM effect, but we have no positive evidence

to ascribe the P! eff•ect to the spin devolarization oi the

neutrai donors.

   FinaUy we summarize the experimentai resuXs oi the PM effect

on Si as follows.

(1) The PM signal is observed only in the n-type and uncompen-

sated samp!e$.
                                           .t
(2) The half-decay time oi the signal depends on the
temperature, the donor concentraticn and the IRBG intensity. The

increase in the reÅ}axation rate is proportional to the photo-

carrier concentration.

(3) The signal amplitude is not proportional to the excitation

intensity, and depends on the BG intensity, the doRor concentra-

tion and the ternperature.
                                           '(4) The origin of the PM effect is attributed to either the

depolarization of the donor spins or the orbital diamagnetism of

the D- state.

   The crucial experiment on the origin of the PM effect will be
             '
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presented in

(5) The F!R

contrary to

the D' states

Chap'Lerrv .

iight U!i-,.mination increases

 the prediction based on the

.

 the siqnal amD!itude
orbital diarnagnetisrn of
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           ChaptverliV . SQUID-ESR on Shailow Donors in Si

                           '

   The SQUrD-ESR gives direct information on the spin reversal of

the donor eiectrons and their spin-lattice relaxatt'on. The ex-

perimentai results are compared with the PM effects to clariiy

the oriqin of the PM effects.

   The instruments were alrnost the sarne as used in Chapterll .2,

and a change iB magnetization induced by the ESR saturation was

observed. Besides, the cross effect or" the PM effect and the ESR

satur-aticn was examined. On sample 9-16 P(C) the ESR spectrum

ant' the spin-!a•i -i ice relaxation were Gbserved under iliumination

oi the !RBG light. In these measurements, the IRBG light and tn' e

IR exciting light are introduced onto the sampie through the

quartz plunger in the coaxial cavity shown in Fig. 8. The IR

source is a tungsten lamp for both of the BG and exciting iights.

The intrinsic light was cut off by a Si thin plate. and t.?te

remaintng light was guided to the sarnple through the glass

fibers. The wavelength of the BG light is ranging from 1 to 1.5

# m.
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! . 'L' x pe r im. e n t a i Re s u] t s

                '

1-1. ESR Spectrum

                                           '
   The ESR spectra for samples 9-16 P. 9-16 P(C), and 1.5-17 P

were observed at 440 G and at 4.2 K or around 1.7 K. The resu!ts

are shown in Fig. 20. The ESR spectrum of phosphorus doped Si
consists of a doublet, caZled Al line,4 which is separated by 117

MHz due to the hyperft'ne interaction between a donor electron and

p31 nucleus. since the tunable range of the cavity frequency is

about 100 MHz in our method, oniy one of the Al lines i$
observed. At the center of the two Al lines, a broad ceBtral

peak, whicn is called Ao line, is observed for all the samples

used.
        /1
    For sarnp!e 9-16 P(C), it wa$ found that the BG light con-

siderably influence$ the spectrum. In the presence of the !RBG

light, the height ef the Al iine is increased for tÅ}e same
microwave intensity and the linewidth is narrowed as illustrated

in Fig. 20.
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Ditference in the observed ESR lineshapes of phosphorus doped Si.

The measurements were rRade on one of the hyperfine doubiet at

440G.

(a) uncompensated sample 9-16 P at 4.2 K without BG iight

(b) compensated sampie 9.16 P(C) without BG radiation at 1.65 K

(c) the sarne sample as <b) with BG radiation.

(d) uncornpensated sample 1.5-17 P without BG light.
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   The dependence or' A Mz on rnicre'-ave intensity was observed for

each samp!e. The saturated values oi A Mz are showrs in Table 4.

Zn the absence of the BG ligh`L sample 9-16 P<C> shows the
saturated value oi onie half of the uncompensated sample 9-16 P,

which agrees wel! with the decrease iR the neutral denor con-

centration by cornpensation as mentioned in Chapterdi .1. In the

presence of the BG light the saturated value oi A Mz is increased

to 1.7 times its dark value., which indicates that almGs'L aU of

eiectrons trapped by divacancies, V2-' , are transferred to ionized

donors b•y the BG light and consequently the number• o:F neutra!

do.','icrs returns to that before the compensation.
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Table 4

The spin-lattice relaxation tirne

A Mz expressed by the S9U!D output

samples. Microwave power employed

 Tl and the

voltage for

is 10 dbrn.

saturated va!ue of

 phosphorus doped

SMPLE T:. M.P. A Mz  rinl (msec)

(FITTrNG VALUE)

9-16 P 4.2 K O.33 V 1200

9-16 P 1.66 K O.97 V 261e

 9-16 P
with IRBG

1.66 K g.s6 v 24e

9-16 P(C) 1.62 K O. 44 V 1420

 9-16 P(C) 1.62 K
with IRBG

O.73 V 850

1.5-17 P 1.77 K 1.49 V 40
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1-2. Spin-Lattice Relaxation Time

   The decay curves after the ESR saturation with and without the

Bc- Mght were observed for each samp!e a'L the center of the Al

peak. These rneasurements lead to information on the spin lattice

relaxation o:" neutral donors and its change induced by the !RBG

liqht.

   The decay curve on sample 9-16 P is shown in Fig. 21-(a).

The observed spin lattice relaxation tÅ}Tnes, Tl, for samples 9-16

P and 1.5-- 17 P are consistent with t:/.e pr• evious resuXt oi Fe.her

et.al.2 as shown in Table 4. In the pr•esent study, the re!axa-

tion tirnes are obtained frorn the slope of the sernilogarithMic

plot oi the decay curve using the least mean square fitting. The

decay curve is not simply exponentiai as shown in Fig. 21-(a) and

an initial fast decay cornponent appears. The present observation

is the first time to measure T! by the transient decay curve of

magnetization for shallow donors in Si.
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   Sia,iilar to the PM measu-rement the BG light effect was observed

for various doRor cencentrations. As shown in Fig. 15, sampie 9-

16 P shows the increase in the relaxation rate proportiona! to
the TLBG intensity go* and $arnple 1.5-17 P shows no dependence on

the BG intensity. These results are qulte simi!ar to those of

the PM effect. On the other hand the sampte 9-16 P(C) is less
dependent on goÅ} than the uncompensated sarnp!e 9-16 P. The decay

curve o:e the sample 9-16 P(C) shown in Fig. 22 has the large fast

decay cornponent. Here the spin-lattice reLaxation time is ob--

tained from the slower decay coTnponent. In the presence cf the

BG iight the ratio of the fast decay component to the totai sig-

na] amp"tude is decreased by the BG light. The spin laVLÅ}ce

re!axation tiraes of the compensated sarnple are listed in Table.

4.

1-3. Correlation between the ESR and the ?M Effect

   !t has been exarnined whether the PM signal includes the con-

tributien of donor spins or not. The PM signai alrnost disappears

for sample 9-16 P when the donor spins is depolarized by the ESR

saturation. This result verifies that the observed PM effect is

the change in the polarization of donor spins as discussed later.
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2. Discussion and Summary

   The most important purpose of the SQUID-ESR rfteasurement is to

identify the erigin of the PM effects described in Chapter M.
We mentioned two possibilities in ChapterM -3: the depoZarization

in the donor spins and the diarnagnetism of the D' state. rn our

experiment the static magnetic field is weak and the poiarization

iactor BH/kT is about O.03 at 1.7 K and at 40e G. In the case

of BH/kT << l, the generation oi the D- states shouid be indepeR-

dent oi t.he spin d-epolarization. The fact that the PM signai

disappears by t:h.e :.SR saturatioR described in Chap'LerlY .1-3 indi-

cates that the PM effect is not due to the orbital diamagnetism
                                                           'or-  the D- st' ate bu'L' due to the spin depoiarization oi the donors.

Xn addition, iB Fig. 21, the tygo curves of the PM signal and the

S9UZD-ESR signal is quite simiiar, though the latter has the

iarger fast decay component. Consequently we concZude that the

steady state amplitude oi the PM signal and the hali-decay time

represent the decrease in the spin pola-rization and the spin-

lattice relaxation time of the neutral donors, respectively.

   !n below we present some notable resuYLs and discuss them.

The influence of the BG light on the spin-lattice relaxatien time

will discussed in ChapterW .

   Concerning the compensation effects, it was reported that the

reiaxation time is shortened by cornpensation, which agrees with

our result shown in Table 4 without IRBG light. The decrease in

Tl was explained by the spin reversal associated with the hopping

motion of the donor e!ectron to unoccupied donor sites . When

the IRBG light(hy= 1 -- 1.5# m) is illuminated on the sample,
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the electrons released from the deep centers V2'  are transferred
to ionized donors D+ owing to the difference of the optical

absorption, and consequently the number of the neutral donors is

increased up to the original uncornpensated value. Thereiore the

saturated value oi A Mz is increased to that of the uncompensated

sample as sho;gn in Table 4. No reports have been found on the

decay form and on the BG eff-ect of the relaxation tÅ}me for the

compensated sample. Compensation produces the fast decay com-

ponent and the broadening oi the Al line in the S9UID-ES}. This

result rnay be due to an internal electric field arisin•"g from

ionized centers such as D+ and V2-. Zn the presence of; the BG

light the internal electric iield wil] disappear owing to the

neutraUzation of the charged centers as rnentioned above. Ac-

cordingly the fast decay component is reduced and the Al !ine is

narrowed by the BG light.

   !n sumary, the S9U!D-ESR measurerRent on phosphorus doped Si

has been performed for the determination of the origin oi the PM

efiect. The PM signal vanishes under the ESR saturation. The

decay curves are aimost the same between the PM and S9U!D-ESR

measurements. The eifect of the !RBG light on the spin-lattice

reiaxation time is quite similar to that of the half decay time

oi the PM signal. Hence we conclude that the PM effect is due to

the depoiarization of the donor spins.
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             ChapterV Far-rni.r-ared P.hotoconductivity

1. Experiraental Arrangernent

   Figure 23 shows the experirnental arrangernent for the measure-

rnent of photoconductivity. We measured the change in voltage

across resistance Ro, A V, with and ygithout the photoexcitation.

The FIR source is the gas laser which is pumped by a C02 laser.

The !aser wave le ngt hs used are 170 # rn (C:-: 30H) and 393 Ii m

(HCOOH). The !R source for generation of the D- st-ates is a

tungsten lamp or the room temperature radiaticn. The cold fil-

ters are used for dÅ}minishing the backgreund radi•ation from the

room temperature environinent. The characteristics oi the filters

were already shown in Table 2.

   The sampies are 9-16 P and 3.2-17 P. The electrodes are

fermed on the chernically etched sampie using a ultrasonic
soidering. !t is difficult te make the ohmic contact i'n the low
concentration region below 1 x lo17 plcm3. our sampies showed a

slight deviatioR from the ohntic.

   The constant voltage is applied on the sample in the measure-

ment of the transient photoconductivity, in order to eliminate

the infiuence of the capacitance between the eiectrodes.
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   rhe measurement was made in twe modes. In the first mede the

IR light is continuousiy supplied on the sample and the photocon-

ductive response for the chopped FIR light is detected by a lock-

in amplifier. In the second mode the FIR iight is continuously

supplied and the temporal change in photoconductivity is recorded

in the digital memory after the puised IR light. The iirs".-` mode

is used for measuring the number of the D- states. The $econd

rnode is used fer the tueasurement of the UÅíetÅ}rrte of the D- state.

rn both medes the FIR photocurr•ent is assumed to be proportioBal

to Uhe D- concentration.

   The IR. Iight intensity shct'-n in Tab:,e.2 and .3 is estt'imated by

the measurement of the photoconductive ch• ange induced by the ii-

!umination of the IR light with the apparatus mentioned above.
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2. Experimenta! ResuXs

   The depeRdence of F!R photocurrent on the IR excitation inten-

sity is shown in FÅ}g. 24, which indicates the saturation of the

D' concentration. The difr"erence due to the F!R waveiength ;qas

not observed. The maximum FIR photocurrent observed is about 1 *

oÅí the IR photocurrent.

   Next, the lifetime of the D- state is rneasured in the same way

as Norton's work.11 Aitter the puised !R excitation the conduc-

tion electrons are trapped by the ionized donors in the order of
10'9 sec, and we cbserve a correspcndÅ}Rg ias'L G'ecay wYLh a

dominant amplitede. !.n additton, we a!so observe a smalZ and

slow tail in the presence of the continuous FIR iiluminatien as

shown in Fig. 25. The tail is attributed to the decay oi the D-

state. When the A!20c. fUter is used. the tail is observed
without the FIR iaser !ight, w]ich may be due to the F!R corn-

ponent of the room 'Lemperature radiation. With increasing the

FIR laser intensity. the amplitude in the tail part is increased

correspondingiy.

   Thie decay ti!ne in the tail is about 2.5 rnsec at 1.7 K. and is

not affected by the irradiation of FZR light. The relaxation

time is longer than the vaiue O.5 rnsec obtained by Norton who
used a sample with 8.5 x 1015 plcrn3. The diiference in the
     'relaxation time between samples 9-16 P and 3.2--17 P has not been

observed in our measurement.
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FIR phetocurrent versus the IR exci•Lation intensity gex. The F!R

light is chopped and the IR light is iliuminated continuously.

The IR source is the tungsten lamp, FIR line is 170# m. The bias

voltage is 30V. The ordinate indicates square of the amplitude

of the photoconductive signal synchronized to the ehopped FIR

light. Theory predicts the density of the D' states to be
proportÅ}ona! to the square root of gex according to Eq.(9) (See

                        'text).
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transparent in the F!R region of the RT radiation. In No 3, a

F!R light is applied on the sample through the Ai203 filter. The

bias voltage is 30V.
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3. DiscussioR and Su!Rmary

   Tl.ie recombination or" the D- e]ectren with the D+ state is con-

sidered to occur in two ways: by excitation to the conduction
band and subsequent transier to the recombination center D+, or

by hopping via neutral donors. At a iiquÅ}d he!ium ternperature

the thermal excita'L"ion to the conduction band can be neglected,

and the roorn temperature FIR llght reaches the sarnple. Wlen the

addÅ}tional FrR laser light is illuminated on the sample, the

lifetirne of the D- s'Late is not reduced as shown in Fig. 25.

:];•erefore we conciu-die thaz' the most dominant recombination

process is due to the hcpping. The !ifetime of the D- state due

te tn'e hepping is much longer than that of the cenducticn

electron. After t!e !R excitatioB is turned off, a part of
pbotecarriers are captured by theioRized donors in a very short

tjg!e, and the decay of the D- states proceeds slowXy. Xn the

presence oi the FZR ligbt thi$ slew deeay is observed as the

decay of the photocurrent. Hence the slow tai! shown in Fig. 25

i$ due to the hopping process of the D- eiectrons.

   Next, we assume the rate equation as foUows:

      d         N(D-)=gex -7 N(D:)2 (8)

where gex is the generating rate of D-  state and 7 the recom-
bination constant of D' and D+ state. We assume that
N(D-)=N(D+}, for the uncompensated samples. Since the D- states
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are generated by the capture of the conduction electron by
neutral donors, we use the same symbo! gex as used in Chap`LerM .

Here we negiect the excitation of the D' electron to the conduc-

tion band induced thermaUy or by the FZR light, namely, the

recombination occurs only by hopping.

   The steady state solution of Eq.(8) gives the dependence ore

N(D-) on the excitation intensity gex as follows:

         N(D')=(g../7 )112 . (g)

Equation (9) is eompared with the experimen'ial result shown in

Fig. 24. The fitting resuk is not satisfactory. With increas-

ing gex the experimental points deviates from the linear line.

In other words, the saturation behavior appears more strongly

than the predicted by Eq.(9). This resu!t sugges'Ls that the gen-

eration of the D- state is suppressed wit.h increastng the D-

concentration. The recoTvtbination by the hopping may be ac-
celerated by the Coulornb attractive potential of the D+ centers,

and the recombination constant 7 may be increased with ihcreas-

     'ing D' concentration. As a consequence, N(D-) is decreased com-

pared to the expected value with increasing gex.

   The decay curve obtained from the time dependent solution of

Eq.(8) is not exponential but a hyperboia. However we cannot

decide strictly whether the tail part of the decay curve shown in

Fig.25 is a hyperbola or exponential.

   The lifetime of the D-' state obtained here is longer than the

previous vaiue. In our sample the Dn-  compleces are expected to

be formed,. because our sampie contains the donors wtth higher
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coBcentration. The D"- comp!eces have larger binding energy t:n.ait
                     "
the isolated D- state and therefore may have loriger lifetime.

   In suirmary the lifetime of the D- state has been obtained from

the decay of the FIR photoconductivity and is 2.5 msec. This

value is somewhat longer than the previously obtained (a few

hundreds micro-seconds) but i'L may be ascribed to the nature of

the Dn'  compleces. The iact that tbis iifetime is quite dif-

ferent from the half-decay time oi the PM signal indicates that

the PM $Å}gnal is not due to the erbj'La-l diamagnetism oi the D'

states.
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                      ChapterV.1 . Discussion

   First we sumarize the observed results which should be
discussed. !n ChapterM it is presented that the PM efiect is

induced by an unpolarized !ight and is associated m'th shallow

donors. Two possibilities are considered as the origin oi the PM

effects: the depolarization of the donor spins er the orbital

diamagnetism of the D' states. In ChapterlV it is presented that

the decay form and the decay time aiter the ESR saturation are

quite similar to those of the PM signal after the photo-
excitation, and the ?M sÅ}gnal disappears under the ESR
saturation. Therefere it is concluded tha'L tih.e PM effec"v' is not

due to the diamagnetism of the D- state but due to the
depolarization of the donor spins. !n addition the photoconduc-

tivity measurement indicates that the ILFetime ef the D- state is

of the order cf 10-3 sec which is much shorter than the haX-

decay time oi the PM signal. According!y the possibiiity of the

PM effect due to the diamagnetism of the D- states is exciuded.

The ha!f decay tiTne Tl12 is equivalent to the spin-lattice

relaxation time aRd aarees we!1 with the relaxatÅ}on tirne                l ..
reported before2, except ior sa!nple 2.2-16 P. For sample 2.2-16

P an extremeiy long Tl oi about 103 sec was reported at 1.25 K

and at 750 G. whiie Tl observed here is about 1 sec at 1.6 K and

at 750 G. The possibiiity for difference of the relaxation times

may be due to the inevitable weak BG light iiluminated on the

sample in our case. Since the low doped sample has a long Tl,

even the weak BG light may appreciably reduce the relaxation

time. The apparatus fer the PM rrteasurement has the window for
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the inco.Tning light, and hence sucha weak BG Ught may r.e4ch the

sampie. The SQU:D-ESR measurement under the strictiy dark condi-

tion v;ill give a longer relaxation tirne. This is a future
probiern.

   Next we present the problems which should be elucidated in

this chapter. The PM effect observed on shallow donors in Si

reveals two events. One is the decrease in the spin-lattice

reiaxatÅ}on time of the donors induced by the !R BG light. This
phenomenon was already pointed out by Feher et.al.2. Another is

the depelarization of the donor sptns induced by the IR lÅ}ght.

Thls phenomenon has not been reported before.

1. BG Effect on the Reiaxation Time

   Empirically the de.Dende.n.ce of the half• -decay tiirne T y2 on the

BG intensity go' is deduced from the result shovgn in Fig. 15, and

                                 *the relation oi T 1/2 to go and go is as foliows:

                            Å}                =c3 (go+go )+ o (lo)
          Tl12 Tl/2 .
where go the RTBG light intensity. go' the TLBG light intensity.

T 112 the spin-lattice relaxation time, r 1/20 the value in dark.

C3 the fitting parameter independent of the BG intensity. The

RrBG intensity is controiled to some extent by the choice of the

coid filters used. The total BG intensity applied on the sample
is the siam of the TLBG intensity go' and the RTBG intensity go as
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given by t-he iirs'L term in the righ'g hand $ide of Eq.(le).

   The value in dark T 1/20 results from two mechanisms: one is

the spin-lattice relaxaticn tSme due to the coupling of the donor

spin with the lattice, which has been studied by several workers

before, and another is due to the interaction between the donor
spins. !n the concentration region above 1x lo16 p!cm3 Feher

et.al. feund that the relaxation time rapidly decreases with in-

creasing the concentration owing to the latter mechanism. rn our

experiment the simi!ar conceRtration dependence is obtained as

shown in Fig. 16. The temperature dependence indicates that the

dÅ}rect phonen process Å}-s domiuant ari losc temperatures below 2 K.

and the RamaR prcfcess contributes to the re!axation wjth increas-

ing temperature.2 !n Fig. 14 Tl varies as T-1'7 for the

weakest BG intensity (with Alz03 filter), which does net agree

with the previous result mentioned abeve. The reason of this

disagreement is not unders'iood yet.

   0n the other hand it was also peinted out that the rat'e Tl-1

is increased proportionally to the carrier concentration as
described by Eq.(10). The value of goÅ} is estimated from the

photocDnductance in this k-ork, and thereiore go* deRotes a guan--

tity proportional to the photoexcited carrier concentration as

long as the mobility of the carrier is assumed to be independent

oi the light iilumunation. For the decrease in Tl with increas-

ing the light intensity, Feher proposed the spin-exchange scat-
tering of the conduction electrons by the neutral donors2: The

spin-lattice relaxation of the donors oceurs through the bot-

tleneck of that of conduction electrons. Since the spin-lattice

relaxation time of the conduction electrons, Tlc, is of the erder
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of lo'7 sec, a small amount of conduction electrons increase the
                      'relaxation rate. rn Appendix. the relation bet-een Tl and quan-

tities Tlc and ne is given in Eq.(A-4) or (A-5). Since the ob-

served vaZue of Tl in the presence of the BG light in sample 9-16

P is O.24 sec. the correspendirig value oi ne is of the order of
lolO eiectrons/cm3, which may be too large-

   Zn FÅ}g. 15 the experimen"'.al points denoted by No 3 are ob--

tained using a quartz filter, i.e., nearly go=O. In the presence

oi the RTBG !ight(No.1 and 2), i.e.. go=O. the va!ue o:,' the
relaxation rate at go*=g is shifted upward owing to Ronzere oi
                                    'go. The iact that the lines 1 to 3 in Fig. 15 appears Bearly

parallel agrees wtth that C3 is independent of `Lhe BG
in'Lensities, go and go'. The relaxation rate obtained by the

S9UID-ESR measurement on the same sample as the PM one is deRoted

by No 4. The lines 3 and 4 are in good agreement in their slope

th'bugh the absolute vaiues differ siightly. This diiierence is

triviai beeause it arises frorn the difference between the hali-

decay tirne and the 11e decay time.

   Using Eq.(10), the temperature dependence and the donor con-

centration depeAdence of T 1!2 can be exp!ained. !n beiow w'e
consider only the case of go*=O. The temperature depende!}ce of

T112 disappears with increasing the BG intensity as shown in

Fig.14. In Eq.(10), in the case of a iarge go where the first

term is much larger than the second term, the second term does

not contribute to r112. Provided C3 is independent of the
                         'temperature, the temperature dependence of T 1120 disappears for

the strong BG intensity. !n contrast, with increasing the donor

concentration, the second term in Eq.(10) becomes much larger
                          '
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than the first term, and thereiore the BG light does not aifeet

the half-decay time for the sample with the concentration above
                                             '1.s x lo17 plcm3 as shown in Fig. 16•

2. Rate Equation Approximation

   Another empirical equation is introduced to explain the depen-

dence of the signa! amplitude Aex on the excitation intensity gex

shown in Fig .17. !n the absence oi the BG light, the rate equa-

tion for the spin magnetization under the photo-excitaticR is as-

sumed to be

                   '      dAMz(t) AMz(t)                =C4 gex- (11)
and

            11            Tl =C3 geX+ Tlo , (12)

where AMz(t) is a decrease in Mz from its thermal equUibriuim

value. gex the density oi photo-eiectrons, Tl the spin-iattice

relaxation time, TIO the dark value of Tl, and C4 the fitting

paraineter. In Eq.(11) the positive sign of AMz(t> means the

diamagnetic change.

   We assume that A Mz only arises frorn the spin reversal of the

doner electrons, and neglect the direct contribution of the spin

magnetization of the photo-electrons. because the density of the

electrons is much smaller than that of the donor spins. However

in the first term of the right hand side of Eq.(11), the gener-
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ating rate of the depolarizatien of the donor spins is assumed to

be induced by the spin-exchange scattering of phote-elecrons at

tb.e doners, and therefore will be proportional to the photo-

electron concentration. Since the donor electrons are excited

far above the conduction band minima by the XR light, the photo-

excited e!ectrons are in a high electron temperature, i.e., a hot

electron sta`Le. The high electron te!nperature wili lead to the

rise in the spin temperature of the photo-electron$ which induces

the depolarizatioR oi the doner spins through the $pin exchange

scattering. The derivation of Eq.(11) is explained in Appendix.

:.Guation (!2) indicates that the relaxation time is decreased by

the exciting light. which is es:entially the same as Eq.(10).
                                         'The BG intensity go is replaced by the exciting light intensity

gex. In Eq..(12) Tl means the 1/e decay tirne. and iR Eq.(le)

T 1/2 the half-decay time, aRd thereiere the difierence bet;geen

Tl and T !!2 is only a constant factor.
   rhe signal amplitnde Aex Å}s equal to the steady state solution

of A Mz except for a proportional factor. The steady state solu-

tien of Eqs.(11) and (12) during the excitation, gives the rela-

tioli as

where

   In the

replace (

   Aex'1= Cl +. C2gex-1, (13)

Cl = C3/C4 and C2 =( C4 TIO )-1 . a4)

presence of the BG light with the intensity go, we
TIO )'1 by [c3 go + ( TIO )'1], and gex by ( gex +

                     ge

must

go )



in Eqs.(") and (12). The steady state signal amplitude Aex i$

the, diiierence be'Lween A Mz with and without excitation deRoted

by gex. CeRseguently. Eq.(13) is still valid. though Cl and C2

is replaced as follows:

              Cl =( C31 C4 ) ( 1 + c3 TIO go ) ,

                     '

              C2 =( c4 TIO )-1 (1+ c3 TIO go )2 .

The so!id lines in Fig. 17 are obtaSned using Eq.(13) together

with Eqs.(14) an.d• (15), and agree.ment- with the experiirnental

resuXs is satisf• actcry. In addition, Eq.(15) predic'Ls that the
                                                            'quantity C12/C2 is independ-ent oi` the BG intensity. In the ab-

sence of BG liglsit (glass fiit.) and in the presence oi BG light
(no filt.). the a.uantities C12!C2 are obtained to be O.073 and

O.064 from the iitting resu!t in Fig. 17. respective!y. This

small differ-ence is regarded to be nearly consisten'L' with the in-

dependence oi the BG intensity.

   The donor cGncentration dependence of Aex is explained
                                          'qualitatively by Eqs.(13) and (14). rn Eq.(13). the second term

in the right hand side is proportiona! to the product or' TIO and

gex, and is more dominant than the first terrtt. With incTeasing

donor concentration the photo-electron density gex is increased

because the absorption coefficient of the photo-ionization of the

donors is increased, whiie the spin--lattice reiaxation time TIO

is decreased. Hence we expect the maximum of Aex ior an ap-

propriate donor concentration. .
   The time dependent solutz'on oi Eq.(11) is described by an ex-
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ponential .i'unctioR. Tihe observed decay ci.,.rve, hewever, is not

exponenU'ai as shck-n in Fig. 21, v;hich may be attributed to a

spatia! distributicn of spin-lattice reiaxation time due te in-

homogeneity oi the donor concentration in the sample. The spin-

iattice relaxation rate in the absence oi the BG light depends on

the interaction between the doRors. IR iact in the donor con-

centration region of our sarnples, the spin-lattice relaxation

times are strongly dependeRt on the conceRtration, and therefore

a slÅ}ght f!uctuation in the concentration will induce the ap-

preciab!e distribution in the spin lattice reiaxation tirae. This

assumption enables us to underst`a'nd ti e fact that the fast decay

component is smal!er in the PM signai than iA the ESR as shogn in

Fig. 21. The PM signal aimplitude is decreased with decreasing

the reiaxation time as indicated by Eqs.(13) aRd (14). Accord-

ingZy the part of the sampie with the shor'ler spin-lattice

re!axation time preduces the smaller signal than the part oi the

sample with the longer relaxation time. Thus the relation of

Eqs.(10) to (15) wel! describes the observed results of the PM

effect.
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3.0ther Problerns

(1) The absence of the PM signal in the p-type sample is ex-

plained as fcllows. The ESR spectrum on the p-type sarnple cannot

be observed in the absence of uniaxial stress owing to the inter-

nal random strain, which indicates that the ho!e st"r.ongly couples

to the lattice. Accordingly the spin !attice relaxation time is

expected to be very shert. Therefore the second terrn of Eq.(8)

is considered tD be large for the p-type sample, i.e., the PM

signal amplitude is correspondingly smal!.

(2) The absence of the ?M signai in the cornpensated sarnple has to

be explained by the rate equation. Though the relaxation time is

decreased slightly by the compensation, it is not so sufficient

as to explain the disappearance of the PM $ignal. Accordingiy

this absence cannot be explained in the sarne way as the p-type

sample described in (1). One oi important influences oi the com-

pensation is to reduce the lifetime of photoexcited carriers
ovging to recombinatÅ}on with the ionized donors D+. The reduction

in the lifetivae !eads to the reduction in the number oi the

carriers. and consequent!y suppresses the rise in the spin tem-

perature of the donors.

(3} As shown in Sec.M -2-4, the FIR light increases the PM signal

in the presence of the IR light. This result excludes the pos-

sibility that the origin of the PM effect is due to the diamag-

netism of the D' states. Then, how is this resuit explained by

the spin depolarization mechanisrn ? The FIR light is partially
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absorbed by th,e pbotoexcited carriers and wiU raise the electron

temperature of the carriers. If the spin depolarizaU'on is as-

sociated with the hot electrons, the rise in the e!ectron tem-

perature wiil iead to the increase in the PY. sigRal amplitude.

However, the degree of the influence of the F!R light on the

electron temperature cannot estimated quantitatively. As a fu-

ture work to verify the mechanisrn of the hot electrons, we sug-

gest the following experiment. When the rf electric iie!d, in-

stead oi FIR light, is simultaneously applÅ}ed on the sample with

the IR light, the electron temperature of the conduction electron

wUX be raised wixhout a direct heating of the donor spins. Con-

sequently the PM si,gnal will be increased by spin-exchanged in-

elastic scattering between the donors and the conduction
electrons.

(4) FinaMy we discuss aRother mechanisrn on spin polarization of

donors in Si. The influence of the compensation was already

presented in (2). However we must note another fact accornpanied

with the reduction in the lifetime of the photoexcited carriers:

The formation oi t.he D' states i$ disturbed by the exsis'Lence oi

the ionized centers D+.

   Though the orbital diamagnetism of the D' state is excluded

for the origin of the PM effect, there is no doubt for the

photogenerated D- states in the uncompensated sample. However

the total number of the D- states are too small to yield the ob-

servable PM effect. Then, we point out the possibility that a

small amount of the D- states have influence on the polarization

of the donor spÅ}ns. In the concentration region above 1 xlo16
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p/cm3 the D- .q.tate is not isoZated and is expected to form a corn-

plex center with several neutral donors, i. e., Dn'. We assuime a

model that tvao neutrai donors interact with the same D- state.(

This model can be regarded as D3- ) Since a D' state has a c!osed

shell, the superexchange interaction between two donor spins

through a D' state may occur in t.he presence of photoexcitation.

!i the interaction is antiierro-magnetic, a pair of antiparallei

spins is generated by the D- s+.a-te, and the sample rnagnetization

Å}s decreased.

   The reduction in the spin relaxation time may also be ex-

plained by this model. The superexehange has a spin Harniltonian

of J Si. Sj, whÅ}ch gives the nondlagonal matrix element between

the Zeeman levels.

   Since this rnodei is net consistent m'th the observed resuit of

AMz to be increased by the reduction in the nurnber of the D-

centers as described in Sec. 2-4 ei c.h.apterM , the super exchange

mechanism in D3- comp!eces seems to be less possible than the

spin exchange scattering mechanÅ}sm.
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                      Vfi Concluding Remarks

") The experimental methods for observation of the PM effect

and the ESR have been developed in this work using a S9U!D

magnetometer. Consequentiy it has been shown that both methods

have advantages to obtain the information on the spin-lattice

relaxation on ruby and on shaliow donors in Si.

(2) As a demonstration oi the PM effect and the S9U!D-ESR, we

present the experirnenta! resul'L.q. on ruby. For O.Ol g ruby, the

PM and the SQUID-ESR rneasurements give a quite similar result.

For O.05 g ruby, however, the resuits obtained by the two methods

show different feature in the waveform and the reiaxation time.

This differenee will be studied in a future work.

(3) On shallow donors in Si we have observed the diarnagnetic PM

signal in the n-type and uncompensated samp!e. It has been con-

cluded that the PM signal is due to the depolarization of the

doRor spins frorn the following reasons: the close similarity of

the waveform of the PM signal to the S9UID-ESR signal, the disap-

pearance of the PM signal under the ESR saturation, and the large

diiference between the half-decay time of the PM signal and the
                     'lifetime of the D- state obtained by the FIR photoconductivity.

    '
(4) The PM effect on shallow donors in Si inciudes tvgo events:

One is the decrease in the spin-lattice relaxation time due to

the IRBG light, and another is the depoiarization of the donor

spins. These events are explained reasonably by the rate equa-
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tion proposed. Though the mechanism for these events have

been understood satisfactorily yet, the following models

assumed: the spin exchange scattering of photoexcited carriers

neutral donors and the superexchange interaction between

neutral donor spins through the D- states.

not

are

 by

the
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                            Appendix

               Derivation of the Rate Equation (11>

   We derive the rate equation (11) for the spin polarization oi

the donor electrons under an exciting iight and without BG light.

Since the photo-electrons ionized from the neutral donors are in

the hot electron state, we assume that the spin temperature of

photc-e!-ectrons rsc is raised from the lattice temperature TL

through an interaction between the hot carriers, e.g., the $pÅ}n

exchange coilision. Because or" a fas'L spÅ}n-lattice reiaxaticn

time of the conduction electrons, Tsc reaches a steady state
va!ue TscC immediately after the light illumination. In con-

sequence oi the spin exchange scattering of the photo-electrons

at the donor site, the spin temperature of the donor electrons Ts

is raised so as to produce a change in donor magnetization. We

introduce the quantÅ}ties x and y which are defined as B F.olkTs
      ttand BHo/kTsc, respectively. The rate equations of x and y are

as follows:

   dX/dt '- Ra (X- Xo >' Rab (X-Y ), <A-1)

   dyldt =- Rb (y- yo )- Rba (Y-X ), (A-2)

where xo = BHolkTL, yo = BHolkTscOi Ra = TIO-1, Rb = Tlc'1, Rab

= Tab-1 = e ne, Rba = 6 N(DO>, e is the rate constant of the

simaltaneous flip-flop between the donor spins and the carrier

spins via the spin exchange scattering. ne the carrier
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concentration. It is assumed that +uhe carrier e.pin system has

much shorter relaxation tirne than the donor spin system. i.e., Rb

>> Ra. and the carrier spin system is in a steady state during the

spin reversal process of the donors, i.e., dy/dt = O. The steady
               'state solution of Eq.(A-2) leads to the relation:

      Y=( Rb Yo + Rba X)1( Rb ' Rba )' (A-3)

   Ii the conduction electrons strongly couple witb the lattice

and the phonon bottleneck is the spin exchange mechanisrn between

the conduction e!ectrons and the donors, Rb >> Rba. Thereiore

Eq.(A-3) becomes to that y = yo, and Eq.(A-1) becomes as follows:
                                                '

   d(X ' Xo)ldt = Rab<Yo - Xo) ' <Ra + Rab)(X - Xo) (A-4)

                = e (yo - xo)ne - (1/TIO + g ne)(x - xo)•

considering the relation that A Mz=-N(DO)B (x'xo) and gex = ne ,

we obtain Eq.(11), where C3 and C4 are g and g N(DO)B(xo-yo).

respective!y.

   On the other hand, if the donors and the conduction eiectrons

are strongly coupled and the phonon bottieneck is the spin lat-

tice relaxation of the conduction electrons. Rba >> Rb. There-

fore Eq.(A-3) becomes to that y = x + (RblRba)yo, and Con-
sequently we obtain the equation which has similar formula to

Eq.(A-4} as foilows:
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d(x - x.)/dt
       v

= (Rab/Rba)Rb(Yo - Xo)

     - {Ra ' (Rab/Rba)Rb}(X ' xo)' (A-5)

rn the same way as above we obtain Eq.(11). where C3 and C4 are

11{N(DO)Tlc} and B (xo-yo)ITIc, respectively.

  In either case the generation rate in Eq.(11)

to (yo - xo). which does not vanish because the

are in the hot electron state, i.e., TscO > TL•

is proportional

photo-electrons
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